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Title: New Year Surprise!
Author: Christopher Cheng
Illustrator: Di Wu
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: National Library of Australia
Publisher Location: Canberra, ACT, Australia
Rights Available: All rights available; except English language

- Australia
Rights Contact: Susan Hall (publisher) SHALL@nla.gov.au
Synopsis:
Little Brother is told by his brother and his friends that he’s too small to help out at
the Spring festival. He’s not strong enough to hold onto a kite, and too little to hold
the dragon poles. But Father says that he has a special job to do. What can it be? He
knows it’s not hanging the lanterns up, as Father has already done that. He knows
it’s not choosing the treats from the hawker as Father chose the duck. He knows it’s
not serving tea or lighting fire crackers as he did that last year. Follow Little Brother
through the village to find out what his special job is.

An award winning author of many children’s
books including non fiction (he once worked
in a zoo), picture books and historical
fiction titles Christopher is co-chair of the
SCBWI Advisory Board, a popular presenter
worldwide and dwells with his wife in a
Sydney terrace.
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Title: Full Worm Moon Quest
Author: Margo Lemieux
Illustrator: Robert Andrew Parker
Category: Picture Book
Rights Available: All rights available
Rights Contact: mlemieux@lasell.edu or agent Stephen Fraser

fraserstephena@gmail.com/The Jennifer DeChiara Literary Agency
Synopsis:
March is the month of the Full Worm Moon. Legend says the worms dance in full
regalia. Atuk and his family decide to see for themselves. The night is cold and
the ground is hard. Atuk hears drum beats. He sees motion in the distance. In the
morning, they find signs the worms have been there and they agree to come back
vthe next year to watch again. The New York Times wrote, “Well written.”
Robert Andrew Parker’s work often appears
in publications such as The New Yorker. He
is winner of the 2002 Boston Globe-Horn
Book Award. Margo Lemieux is an author and
illustrator of children’s books and a professor
of fine art.
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Title: : The Story I’ll Tell
Author: Nancy Tupper Ling
Illustrator: Jessica Lanan
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Lee and Low
Publisher Location: New York, United States
Rights Available: World in all languages
Rights Contact: Tom Low, tlow@leeandlow.com,

(212)-779-4400, ext. 21
Synopsis:
A young child asks his mother to tell the story of where he came from. “I might tell
how you came from a land far away in a hot air balloon. The basket slowly drifted
down like a feather into our yard. I dropped the firewood I was carrying and ran
to you. ‘You’re home now,’ I said.” Or maybe it was a lark—and not a stork—that

Nancy Tupper Ling was inspired to write The
Story I’ll Tell by the multicultural background
of her own family and the experiences
of friends who have adopted children
internationally. Ling resides in Massachusetts
with her husband and two daughters.

brought the child to the mother. Or perhaps he was rescued from a dragon! Each
lyrical and fantastic tale contains a small kernel of truth that pieces together the
baby’s journey across a wide ocean into his new mother’s arms.
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Title: : BOUNDERS
Author: Monica Tesler
Category: Middle Grade Science Fiction Adventure
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Simon Schuster/Aladdin
Publisher Location: USA (New York, New York)
Rights Available: All publishing rights (prints/audio/electronic)

outside US/Canada
Rights Contact: Mara Anastas, VP and Publisher, Simon Pulse &

Aladdin mara.anastas@simonandschuster.com Tel: +1 212 6984356
Synopsis:
BOUNDERS, the first book in a new science fiction adventure series from Simon &
Schuster, is the story of the inaugural class of cadets at the EarthBound Academy for
quantum space travel. When the cadets arrive at the space station for training, they
soon realize that Earth Force’s plans for them are far different than what they’ve been

Monica Tesler lives outside of Boston with
her family. She earned her undergraduate and
law degrees from the University of Michigan,
and she has worked as an attorney for more
than fifteen years. She can be found online at
monicatesler.com.

told. These kids have always felt different, but they never suspected they held the
key to saving Earth from an alien threat.
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Title: : SALT TO THE SEA
Author: Ruta Sepetys
Category: YA Historical Fiction
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Philomel/Penguin Young Readers Group
Publisher Location: USA (New York, New York)
Rights Available: Dramatic and Foreign Translation

translations/rights already sold in: Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy,
Holland, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Spain, Sweden, UK
Rights Contact: Lauren Mangurten Email: lmangurten@

penguinrandomhouse.com Tel: 212-414-3582
Synopsis:
In 1945, World War II is drawing to a close in East Prussia and thousands of refugees
are on a desperate trek toward freedom. The fates of four young people converge en

Ruta Sepetys is and international bestselling
author of historical fiction. Her books are
published in over forty-five countries and
thirty-three languages. For more information
visit www.rutasepetys.com

route to the ship that promises salvation, the Wilhelm Gustloff. Just when freedom is
within their grasp, tragedy strikes. This masterful work of historical fiction is inspired
by the greatest maritime disaster in history. As with Between Shades of Gray, Ruta
Sepetys unearths a shocking casualty of war and proves that humanity can prevail.
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Title: : Lady Pancake & Sir French Toast
Author: Josh Funk
illustrator: Brendan Kearney
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Sterling
Publisher Location: USA (New York, New York)
Rights Available: Dramatic, Audio, Foreign Translations
Rights Contact: Kathleen Rushall Email: kathleen@

andreabrownlit.com Phone: 001-760-815-6990
Synopsis:
A thoroughly delicious picture book about the funniest “food fight” ever! Lady

Josh Funk is the author of LADY PANCAKE
& SIR FRENCH TOAST, PIRASAURS!, DEAR
DRAGON, and more. Josh is a board member
of The Writers’ Loft in Sherborn, MA and
the co-coordinator of the 2017 New England
Regional SCBWI Conference.

Pancake and Sir French Toast have a beautiful friendship—until they discover that
there’s ONLY ONE DROP of maple syrup left. Off they go, racing past the Orange
Juice Fountain, skiing through Sauerkraut Peak, and reeling down the linguini. But
who will enjoy the sweet taste of victory? And could working together be better than
tearing each other apart?Sepetys unearths a shocking casualty of war and proves
that humanity can prevail.
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Title: Color No. 8
Author: Shlomit Cohen Asif
Illustrator: Inbal Leitner
Category: Poetry
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Zeltner Publishing
Publisher Location: Israel
Rights Available: Yes
Rights Contact: info@zeltner.co.il
Synopsis:
Shlomit Cohen-Asif is a leading poet who writes for children in Hebrew. Her poems
book “Color Number Eight” enfolds a fascinating, wide ranged, multi-colored
rainbow of rich imagination. The beautiful children’s poems open a gate to a world
of reality and wonder intertwined, of coping with difficulties, but also of finding

Inbal Leitner is a freelance illustrator and a
former classic animator. She works using
traditional mediums like Pastels, Acrylic,
watercolors, collage etc… Her illustrations
vary between a poetic-dreamy style and a
happy-childish style, both created with an
artistic approach.

creative solutions and grasping the grace and beauty in our world. The bright, dreamy
illustrations by Inbal Leitner, harmoniously accompany the poems. The delicate
embroidery marks boundaries between existence and absence, between concealed
and unmasked, between forbidden and permitted, and echo the wings flap of a
butterfly that slipped away from our hands and flew to a world not yet revealed.
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Title: Tangle Wood: A Captivating Colouring Book with Hidden Jewels
Author: Jessica Palmer
Illustrator: Jessica Palmer
Category: Illustrated book
Publication Year:2015
Publisher: Search Press
Publisher Location: N Farm Rd, Tunbridge Wells TN2 3DR
Rights Available: Overseas apart from Russia, China, Taiwan and

The Netherlands which have already been sold.
Rights Contact: Holly Ross 44 (0) 1892 510850
Synopsis:
Enter the calming and beautiful, magical world of illustrator and papercutter, Jessica
Palmer. Jessica has created 80 pages of enchanting hand-drawn pictures for you to
colour and lose yourself in. The images all have a magical woodland theme, and each one

Jessica gave up a TV production career to
rekindle her first love of art, gaining an MA in
Illustration. Her work appears on a variety of
book and album covers and in book designs
and websites. For more about Jessica’s
illustration work, go to www.jessicapalmerart.
com.

includes a ‘hidden jewel’, intricately worked into the design. Rings, brooches, pendants,
chains, bracelets and earrings featuring insects, animals and leafy patterns. The book
includes designs that fit on a single page while others extend across a double-page
spread. And there are even those that have space left for the reader to extend the design
themselves. Unleash your creativity and calm the soul.
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Title: Young Andrew Jackson in the Carolinas: A Revolutionary Boy
Author: Jennifer Hunsicker
illustrator: Teresa Wiles
Category: Nonfiction (Middle Grade)
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: The History Press/Arcadia Publishing
Publisher Location: South Carolina
Rights Available: Dramatic, Audio, English outside the United States

& Canada, and Foreign Translations
Rights Contact: Banks Smither (publisher), Bsmither@

ArcadiaPublishing.com
Synopsis:
Andy Jackson grew up in the Waxhaw region of the Carolinas. He was the first in

Jennifer enjoys writing picture books and middle
grade fiction and nonfiction, with an emphasis
on history, biography, science, mystery, and
adventure. Linking the past with the present
is especially interesting to her as a writer. She
resides in Tennessee in the United States.

his immigrant Irish family to be born in America. He became an orphan who gained
his military experience early in life, beginning at age 13, as a messenger during the
Revolutionary War. While he came from poverty, he rose to become a lawyer who would
eventually hold the highest office in his country, President of the United States of America.
This book tells the story of his youth up until he left the Carolinas at age 21, never to return.
The impact of his childhood marked him for the rest of his life.
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Title: : One Selfie Too Many
Author: Dana Aviram
Category: YA
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: RIMONIM –PUBLISHER. MISKAL-YEDIOTH BOOKS
Publisher Location: Israel
Rights Available: All rights available except Hebrew language.
Rights Contact:da_na@012.net.il
Synopsis:
Tal, a 7th grader starts off in a new school, believes it is important for her to be
popular and accepted in order to feel loved. Tal “falls in love” with a boy named Sean,
who is a cool and popular guy. One day, Sean asked Tal to show him how much she
loves him by sending him a revealing, intimate selfie. Tal naively agrees and sends
him a very private selfie. Within two days, she experiences extreme embarrassment,

I was born in 1971 in Haifa, Israel. I am a mother
of three children. I studied social work in college.
Upon graduation, I supported populations
in need, especially children and adolescents
who suffer from abuse and emotional injuries.
In 2005, I started working as a social worker
in the Israel Prison, in which serviced the sex
offenders’ division. Working with a sex offender
who was convicted for hitting children he met
through the Internet, inspired me to write books
warning children about meeting strangers over
the Internet. As of today, I published seven
books through various publishers.

when she discovers that her selfie has been shared in many of the school’s what’sApp groups. Tal’s immediate reaction is to run away. Once there, she realized that
she can’t escape her mistakes, and instead, she must return to her new school and
face the consequences of posting the photo.
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Title: Anzac Heroes
Author: Maria Gill
Illustrator: Marco Ivancic
Category: Non-fiction
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Scholastic
Publisher Location: New Zealand and Australia
Rights Available: World-wide except New Zealand and Australia
Rights Contact: Lynette Evans, levans@scholastic.co.nz
Synopsis:
The intense and hair-raising front-line experiences of 30 courageous and unforgettable

Maria Gill has written 45 books for children
and teachers. Gill taught Primary School
(Elementary) before training as a journalist.
Seven of her books have shortlisted for
National awards and were selected as Notable
Books. ‘New Zealand Hall of Fame’ won the
2012 Children’s Choice.

Anzacs who served in WWI and WWII are brought to life in dramatic detail in this
action-packed book. Impeccably researched and written with young readers in mind,
Maria Gill provides a brief overview of the two world wars. Readers will discover the
triumphs and tragedies of our heroic Anzac soldiers, air force and navy servicemen,
medics, a spy and a humanitarian – as each strives to survive wartime arenas. Anzac
Heroes includes famous and unknown soldiers, as well as indigenous soldiers and
brave servicewomen.
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Title: Cramel
Author: Meira Barnea -Goldberg
Illustrator: Karen May Metcalfe
Category: YA
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Kinneret, Zmora Bitan,Dvir
Publisher Location: Israel
Rights Available: All languages apart from Hebrew
Rights Contact:kmaymet@gmail.com
Synopsis:
We could have told you that it was a story about three brothers, very different from
each other, who had received an inheritance of three magic rings from a rich and
mysterious uncle. Or we could have told you that it was about a sneaky housekeeper

A Graduate of the Animation departmentBezalel-Academy, Israel. (2003)
A Graduate of the Plastic Arts DepartmentWizo Art school, Israel. (1995)
Creates Art, illustrates Books, Magazines
and comics, Teaches illustration and basic
sketching in Tilltan collage, and DJ on her
spare time.

and her beautiful daughter that were trying to take over a fabulous estate and massive
assets. And we could have claimed that it was the story of a sweet chatty orphan girl
that fled the orphanage and its monstrous headmistress. We could have said all of
these. However, we will say that it is just a story about a cat, the most exceptional cat
that you have ever met. His name is Cramel. And with Cramel, the whole story turns
into an adventure!
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Title: THE SAFEST LIE
Author: Angela Cerrito
Category: Middle Grade, Historical Fiction
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Holiday House Books
Publisher Location: New York
Rights Available: Worldwide translation, dramatic, audio
Rights Contact:Havis Dawson, Liza Dawson Associates New York

email: hdawson@lizadawsonassociates.com Phone: (212) 465-9071
Synopsis:
Nine-year-old Anna Bauman is one of the Jewish children whom Jolanta (code name
for the WWII Polish Resistance Spy, Irena Sendler) smuggles from the Warsaw ghetto.
Anna must keep her true identity secret, first at a Catholic orphanage and then with
a foster family. Danger follows Anna and those she loves throughout the war. She
discovers that the most difficult task isn’t remembering her new identity, but trying not
to forget the old one. The Safest Lie has been named a Notable Social Studies Book for

Author and playwright Angela Cerrito
conducted research in Warsaw Poland,
including interviewing Irena Sendler for The
Safest Lie. The End of the Line, about a boy
coping with his role in the death of a friend
received many awards including VOYA’s Top
of the Top Shelf.

Young People, a finalist for the 2015 National Jewish Book Awards and a Sydney Taylor
Notable Book for Older Readers.
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Title: King for a Day
Author: Rukhsana Khan
Illustrator: Christiane Krömer
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Lee & Low Books
Publisher Location: 95 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
Rights Available: World Rights in All Languages
Rights Contact:Tom Low; email: tlow@leeandlow.com
Synopsis:
Basant is here, with feasts and parties to celebrate the arrival of spring. But what Malik
is looking forward to most is doing battle from his rooftop with Falcon, the special
kite he has built for speed. This lively story set in contemporary Pakistan introduces
readers to a centuries-old festival and the traditional sport of kite fighting, and to a
spirited, determined young boy who masters the sport while finding his own way to
face and overcome life’s challenges.

Christiane Krömer specializes in illustrating
stories that feature cultures from around the
world. A native of former East Germany, she
spent most most of her life working as an
illustrator in Brooklyn, New York.
In 2015 she returned to Germany.
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Title: More of Me
Author: Kathryn Evans
Category: YA
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Usborne
Publisher Location: UK
Rights Available: World English – Sold in U.K. & U.S.A.

Foreign Translation – Sold in Germany & Turkey
Rights Contact:World English: Email: mail@usborne.co.uk Phone:

+44 20 74302800. All other rights: Email: morag@sophiehicksagency.coom
Phone: +44 203 7358870
Synopsis:
Teva’s life seems normal: school, friends, boyfriend. But at home she hides an
impossible secret. Eleven other Tevas. Once a year, Teva separates into two, leaving
a younger version of herself stuck at the same age, in the same house... watching

Kathryn is a mother, runs a fruit farm, enjoys
belly dance and fences competitively. An
active blogger, she also volunteers as Finance
Co-ordinator for SCBWI British Isles. Kathryn
lives on her farm near Chichester. More of Me
is her debut novel. www.kathrynevans.ink

the new Teva live the life that she’d been living. But as her seventeenth birthday rolls
around, Teva is determined not to let it happen again. She’s going to fight for her
future. Even if that means fighting herself.
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Title: Not Opposites
Author: Linda Ragsdale
Illustrator: Imodraj
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Flowerpot Press
Publisher Location: Oakville, ON
Rights Available: Worldwide Except North America
Rights Contact:Anne Hayes, anne@flowerpotpress.com

Synopsis:
As one of the lead titles in The Peace Dragon Series, differences are celebrated as the
recipe for success when a kite gets stuck in a tree. The chant, “Not better, not, worse,
not opposites, just different,” encourages read together fun, while broadening the
thought process of opposing concepts. Brilliant illustrations and playful characters
energize a loving concept. Included craft and activities strengthen these ideas for after

Terrorist attack and cancer survivor, Linda
travels the world to teach peace and draw
Peace Dragons through her non-profit,
The Peace Dragon. Her volunteer work has
students of all ages owning the artistry of
their lives with a heart-centered View, Voice,
and Choice.

story collaboration!
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Title: Words
Author: Linda Ragsdale
Illustrator: Imodraj
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Flowerpot Press
Publisher Location: Oakville, ON
Rights Available: Worldwide Except North America
Rights Contact:Anne Hayes, anne@flowerpotpress.com

Synopsis:
As one of the lead titles in The Peace Dragon Series, Pax the Peace Dragon cheers on a
cast of characters by using their words to provide comfort, strength and resolution for
themselves and others when challenges arrive in a child’s life. Playful text and brilliant
illustrations engage conversation and further exploration of how words can build
a peaceful world! Craft and activities start new conversations with compassionate

Terrorist attack and cancer survivor, Linda
travels the world to teach peace and draw
Peace Dragons through her non-profit,
The Peace Dragon. Her volunteer work has
students of all ages owning the artistry of
their lives with a heart-centered View, Voice,
and Choice.

motivations.
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Title: BATS IN THE BAND
Author: Brian Lies
Illustrator: Brian Lies
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Publisher Location:Boston / NYC
Rights Available: Dramatic, English outside the USA, Foreign

translations, some electronic licenses
Rights Contact:Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: Candace Finn,

Senior Manager, Subsidiary Rights; e-mail: Candace.Finn@hmhpub.com
Synopsis:
Waking up after a long winter’s hibernation, bats find a need to express themselves—
and what better way than through a joyful nighttime concert?

Brian Lies is a New York Times bestselling
author/illustrator who has written and /or
illustrated more than two dozen children’s
books and has won numerous awards for his
work. He lives with his family in Duxbury,
Massachusetts.
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Title: Dexter the Very Good Goat
Author: Jean M. Malone
Illustrator: Jia Min Lim
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Schiffer Publishing
Publisher Location:Atglen, PA, USA
Rights Available: Foreign translations
Rights Contact:Carey Massimini - CareyM@SchifferBooks.com

Jean M. Malone, a librarian and author of
3 easy readers, lives in Tennessee with her
husband and naughty Australian cattle
dog. Jia Min Lim, a Hertfordshire creative
specializing in illustration and bespoke stuffed
toys, can always be found with a pencil,
sketchbook, and ukulele.

Synopsis:
Dexter is the top goat at the petting zoo, but not the bravest, much to his
embarrassment. He has the longest, smoothest, straightest horns of all eleven goats,
and he uses them to keep the others in line. He’s also a very good boy. Dexter never
grabs the paper maps out of visitors’ hands or sneaks into the alpaca pen for an
afternoon snack. But he’s secretly afraid of some things, like the generator, the big
green ball, and–-horror of horrors–-having his hooves trimmed. Follow the zoo-yard
adventures of this irascible goat as he learns to overcome his fears.
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Title: Isabella’s Libretto
Author: Kimberly Cross Teter
Category: Young Adult
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Excalibur Press
Publisher Location: Mobile, AL, USA
Rights Available: All rights available except English language--

North American
Rights Contact:Linda Parker (publisher) lbparker@msn.com

Synopsis:
Isabella dal Cello is an orphan who was abandoned as a baby at the Ospedale della
Pietà in Venice, Italy. Now, in 1715, she is an ambitious teen playing cello in the
orphanage’s prestigious all-female orchestra, and she dreams of greatness. Antonio
Vivaldi, the colorful and complex maestro who conducts the ensemble, nurtures
Isabella’s special talent. One night, however, she defies the rules of the Ospedale, and
her unusual punishment dramatically alters the course of Isabella’s life. Can she satisfy

Kimberly Cross Teter is a teacher and traveler
by nature and a writer by happy choice. A
resident of Middle Tennessee, Kim loves
searching for the spellbinding stories behind
the dry facts and statistics of history. For
more about her, please see www.kimteter.
com .

the impossible choice that follows? Challenged by loss and betrayal, Isabella will have
to call on pluck and perseverance to claim her dream before it slips away.
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Title: Too Busy Sleeping
Author: Zanni Louise
Illustrator: Anna Pignataro
Category: Picture book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Little Hare (Hardie Grant Egmont)
Publisher Location: Australia
Rights Available: Yes
Rights Contact:Annabel Barker: annabelbarker@hardiegrant.com.au
Synopsis:
Eleanor longs to play with her baby brother, but newborn Reuben is always asleep. Will
Eleanor wear out with waiting? Award winning illustrator Anna Pignataro’s watercolour
and collage illustrations create a warm domestic backdrop for this story of excitement
and frustration.

Zanni Louise is an Australian children’s author,
blogger and mother of two. Her first book, Too
Busy Sleeping, was released 2015. Her second
book, Archie and the Bear, illustrated by David
Mackintosh, will be released 2017. She blogs
at My Little Sunshine House.
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Title: The Lost Night Sleep
Author: Ruth Oren
Illustrator: Kinneret Gildar
Category: Picture book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Hakibutz Hameuchad
Publisher Location: Tel Aviv, Israel
Rights Available: All languages accept hebrew
Rights Contact:ruti.oren@gmail.com , phone number

052-3320413
Synopsis:
Litle Abigail can’t fall asleep at night. she thinks that her night sleep is lost.
all the family members try to help her find it. in the end, after a long search,
Abigail finds her lost night sleep inside her books.

Ruth Oren is an Israeli children’s book author
and a poet. Oren has published nine books
for todlers and young readers and has worked
with many publishers. her books won prizes
and some of them became best sellers.
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Title: Spinoza: The Outcast Thinker
Author: Devra Lehmann
Category: YA Nonfiction (Biography)
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Namelos llc
Publisher Location: namelos llc. / 131 Main Avenue / South

Hampton, NH 03827 / USA
Rights Available: dramatic, audio, English outside US/Canada,

foreign translations
Rights Contact:Karen Klockner, klockner@namelos.com,

+1-216-533-0419
Synopsis:
A brilliant schoolboy in Amsterdam quickly learns to keep his ideas to himself. When
he is twenty-three, those ideas prove so scandalous that he is publicly denounced and
expelled from his Jewish community. The scandal grows as his ideas spread throughout

Devra Lehmann has taught children for three
decades. She earned a B.A. in French at Yale,
an M.A. in English at Georgetown, and a
doctorate in education at Teachers College,
Columbia University. She is now working on a
young adult biography of Socrates.

seventeenth-century Europe, where he is almost universally reviled as an instrument of the
devil. Despite the storm, he lives simply and quietly, entirely devoted to his steadfast search
for truth--an endeavor that paves the way for all that is best in modern democracies. He
does not live to see the results of his efforts, but his ideas change the world.
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Title: Being Agatha
Author: Anna Pignataro
Illustrator: Anna Pignataro
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: The Five Mile Press
Publisher Location: Melbourne
Rights Available: World rights excluding Australia & NZ,

North America and the Netherlands
Rights Contact:Susie Kennewell susiek@fivemile.com.au
Synopsis:
From the time she was born, Agatha has always felt different. And when she
starts kindergarten, she wonders how she will ever fit in.
This is a story about difference and how being yourself is the very best thing
you can be.

Winner of the Crichton Award for Illustration,
Anna Pignataro, has created more than sixty
books for children. Her books are published
internationally and translated into eleven
different languages.
Anna works from her home studio in
Melbourne where a blackbird, a family of
ducks, two little rabbits and an unusual bear
often visit.
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Title: Vicky Boom
Author: Ronit Chacham
Illustrator: Liora Grossman
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Miskal: Yedioth Ahronoth books and Chemed books
Publisher Location: Tel-Aviv, Israel
Rights Available: All rights available
Rights Contact:lioragrossman@gmail.com
Synopsis:
Little Vicky-Boom sits under a fig tree, eating from a pan of pancakes. A rose
approaches and asks her where is the birthday party? “What party?” asks little Vicky
Boom. “Oh, I must have made a mistake” answers the rose and blushes dark red. Two

Liora Grossman, is an Israeli illustrator and
Curator of illustration. She had illustrated
more than 200 books, Had 2 solo exhibitions,
and curated 3 exhibitions, 2 of them in
collaboration with the Israeli Ministry Of
Foreign Affairs. She is the recipient of the
Andersen citation, and this year she designs,
illustrates and curates the official Israeli booth
in the Bologna Children’s Book fair.

chickens, Three grasshoppers, Four frogs, Five hedgehogs, Six goat kids, Seven birds,
Eight beetles, Nine lizards and Ten gold fish later - a wild birthday party is taking place.
The rose plays on the piano, the grasshoppers play the violin, and everybody dances
all night through. A very tired, yet BIG Vicky Boom falls asleep under the fig tree, as
everyone tiptoes away. Was it for real, or was it just a dream?
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Title: Saving Wonder
Author: Mary Knight
Category: Middle grade, contemporary fiction
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Scholastic Press
Publisher Location: New York, New York
Rights Available: Audio and translation rights for world—all

languages; Dramatic, film
Rights Contact:rights@scholastic.com; Brenda Bowen, Greenburger

Associates, bbowen@sjga.com; 1-212-206-5672
Synopsis:
Having lost most of his family to mining accidents, twelve-year-old Curley Hines lives
with his grandfather in the Appalachian Mountains of Wonder Gap, Kentucky. Ever
since Curley can remember, Papaw’s been giving him a word each week to learn and
live. Papaw says words are Curley’s way out of the holler even though Curley has no

Mary lives with her husband and two cats
in Lexington, Kentucky where she especially
values loving kindness, the wisdom of young
people, and the ability to see the world
through another person’s eyes.

intention of leaving. When a new coal boss threatens to blow the top off their mountain,
Curley is tested. How can words possibly save his mountain now? SAVING WONDER
is a lyrical tale about friendship, the power of words, and the difficult hurdles we must
overcome for the people and places we love.
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Title: The Story of Seeds: From Mendel’s Garden to Your Plate, and How

There’s More of Less to Eat Around the World
Author: Nancy Castaldo
Category: YA Nonfiction
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Publisher Location: New York, NY
Rights Available: Territory: World Rights; B/T/A/S: HMH; P/M:

Andrea Brown Literary
Rights Contact:Candace Finn, Subsidiary Rights Manager Houghton

Mifflin Harcourt; 212-420-5838; Candace.Finn@hmhco.com

Nancy Castaldo lives with her family in
New York state near the Adirondacks
and is the regional advisor for SCBWIEastern New York. She is also a
photographer.

Synopsis:
Something as small as a seed can have a worldwide impact. Did you know there are
top- secret seed vaults hidden throughout the world? And once a seed disappears, that’s
it— it’s gone forever? With the growth of genetically modified foods, the use of many
seeds is dwindling—of 80,000 edible plants, only about 150 are being cultivated. With a
global cast of men and women, scientists and laypeople, and photographic documentation,
Nancy Castaldo chronicles where our food comes from, and more importantly, where it is
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Title: The Little Kids’ Table
Author: Mary Ann McCabe Riehle
Illustrator: Mary Reaves Uhles
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Sleeping Bear Press
Publisher Location: Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA
Rights Available: Foreign translations, English outside Canada

and US, dramatic, film, audio
Rights Contact:Heather Hughes, heather.hughes@

sleepingbearpress.com; 001+ 800-487-2323 (USA)
Synopsis:
Everyone knows that the little kids table is the place to be for any holiday or family

Mary Reaves Uhles has illustrated THE LITTLE
KIDS’ TABLE and BEYOND THE GRAVE, and
the poetry collection KOOKY CRUMBS by
Poet Laureate J. Patrick Lewis. Mary serves as
the Illustrator Coordinator for the Midsouth
region of SCBWI and lives with her family in
Nashville, Tennessee.

gathering. They just know how to have fun! This silly, rhyming story follows a group
of rambunctious cousins from table setting to dessert. A universal theme, The Little
Kids’ Table will have kids--and parents!--howling with laughter.
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Title: Breaking the Ice
Author: Gail Nall
Category: Middle Grade Contemporary
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Aladdin/Simon & Schuster
Publisher Location: New York, NY
Rights Available: Foreign translations, English outside the US

and Canada, audio, dramatic and film
Rights Contact: For foreign translations: deane.norton@

simonandschuster.com; For dramatic rights: j.weber@jaw-litagent.com
Synopsis:
Kaitlin dreams of being a champion figure skater. But after she has an uncharacteristic
meltdown at a major competition, she’s dropped by her coach and her prestigious

Gail Nall once drove a Zamboni, has camped
in the snow, and almost got trampled in Paris.
Gail is the author of the Simon & Schuster
titles Breaking the Ice, You’re Invited, and
You’re Invited Too, and the Harper title Exit
Stage Left.

skating club. When no other club will have her, she joins the ridiculed and run-down
Fallton Club, jokingly referred to as the “Fall Down Club.” At first Kaitlin thinks this is a
disaster, but after meeting some of the other skaters, she realizes it might not be so bad.
Yet learning a whole new program right before regionals is a challenge, and when she
discovers other skaters target Fallton for pranks, she wonders if joining the Fall Down
Club has any upsides.
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Title: Finley Flowers—Art-Rageous
Author: Jessica Young
Illustrator: Jessica Secheret
Category: Chapter book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Capstone Young Readers
Publisher Location: North Mankato, MN, USA
Rights Available: Foreign, audio, dramatic, film
Rights Contact: Taryn Fagerness, www.tarynfagernessagency.com,

taryn.fagerness@gmail.com
Synopsis:
Finley can’t wait for the class field trip to the art museum. After all, she’s always

Jessica Young loves dancing, painting, music,
digging in the dirt, picnics, reading, and
writing. She’s the author of the award-winning
My Blue is Happy, Spy Guy the Not-So-Secret
Agent, the Finley Flowers series, and the
Haggis and Tank Unleashed series. Find out
more: www.jessicayoungbooks.com

painting and gluing and snazzifying and glitterizing. When Mr. Spark assigns a group
project based on the question: What is art? Finley figures it’ll be a snap. But the more
art she sees, the more mixed-up she gets, and her group can’t seem to agree on what to
do. As Finley and her friends learn to work together, they discover the power of art and
make their mark in a Fin-tastic way.
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Title: Jodie’s Shabbat Surprise
Author: Anna Levine
Illustrator: Ksenia Topaz
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Kar-Ben Publishing
Publisher Location: Minneapolis, MN USA
Rights Available: British/Translation/Audio/Electronic/Film/

Television/Dramatic/Merchandise
Rights Contact: Kar-Ben c/o The Lerner Publishing Group

Anna Levine was born in Canada and lives in
Israel. Jodie’s Hanukkah Dig, her first book
in this series of archaeology-themed picture
books, won a Sydney Taylor Notable award,
was translated into Spanish and has sold over
100,000 copies.

Synopsis:
During their Sabbath walk in the park, Jodie and her dog Digger find the perfect
birthday present for Jodie’s archaeologist father.
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Title: Princess Rosie’s Rainbows
Author: Bette Killion
Illustrator: Kim Jacobs
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Wisdom Tales
Publisher Location: Bloomington, Indiana USA
Rights Available: All
Rights Contact: Laurie Blum Guest, Mariposa Press,

laurieblumguest@mariposapress.co; 1 505 989-1295 (US), 33 6 33 53 28 02
(France).
Synopsis:

Kim Jacobs, the illustrator of Princess
Rosie’s Rainbows, is widely known for
her warm and detailed illustrations,
which are found not only in children’s
books, but also on fine art prints,
greeting cards, calendars, toys, and
many other items.

What makes you happy? For little Princess Rosie, it was rainbows. Only rainbows could
make her smile. “I wish I could have a rainbow all the time,” Princess Rosie often sighed.
The King and Queen tried everything to give Princess Rosie a real, forever rainbow, but
with no success. It was Becca, the wise woman from the farthest village who brought
the precious lesson that true happiness doesn’t come from outward possessions, but
from deep within us.
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Title: Racing the Moon
Author: Michelle Morgan
Category: Middle Grade / Young adult (12 years+)
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Allen & Unwin
Publisher Location: Sydney
Rights Available: Allen & Unwin hold World Rights. Film &

video rights are available.
Rights Contact: Lyn Tranter at ALM 0061 2 98188557
Synopsis:
Joe Riley has to be creative to make pocket money in his rough and tumble
neighbourhood of Glebe during the Depression. But when his parents send him off
to a Catholic boarding school, Joe’s carefree existence is a thing of the past. Joe tries
to fit in but feels like an outsider. He meets the darker side of human nature and
responds in the only way he knows how. After being expelled, he is sent to a reform

Michelle Morgan is an author, playwright
and songwriter who lives in the Southern
Highlands. Her first novel was published
in 2014. She has had four plays produced
in Short Play festivals and has also cowritten several songs with her husband.

school known as The Farm. Life is tough but Joe makes new friends (and enemies)
and rediscovers the thrill of true freedom.
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Title: Adventure in the Grass with Professor Tiny-Nature
Author: Miri Leshem-Pelly
Illustrator: Miri Leshem-Pelly
Category: Non-Fiction Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Modan Publishing House
Publisher Location: Ben-Shemen, Israel
Rights Available: All rights available, except Hebrew language.
Rights Contact: studio@mirileshem.com
Synopsis:
Professor Tiny-Nature, the world’s smallest nature researcher, invites young readers
to join him as he explores the habitat of the grass and faces exciting adventures. He
is flying on butterflies, discovering beetles and snails among the leaves, and escaping
from predators like lizards and spiders. Adventure in the Grass addresses the natural

Miri Leshem-Pelly is an award winning
author/illustrator of fiction and nonfiction children books, mostly about
nature. Miri Leshem-Pelly is the Regional
Advisor of SCBWI Israel.

curiosity of children, and was edited by a scientific advisor. Adventure in the Grass is
the 7th book on the Professor Tiny-Nature series, which is a best-selling series in Israel,
with more than 50,000 copies sold. The illustrations of this book series has won the
Nachum Gutman Illustration Award.
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Title: Cry of the Sea
Author: D. G. Driver
Category: Young Adult
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Fire and Ice Young Adult Books (imprint of Melange Books)
Publisher Location: White Bear Lake, MN, United States
Rights Available: Audio, Dramatic, Film, Foreign
Rights Contact: Donna Driver (donnadriver68@gmail.com)
Synopsis:
Juniper Sawfeather is the teen daughter of environmental activists. While helping her
father at a reported oil spill, she discovers real mermaids washed up on the beach. She
soon finds herself in the middle of a struggle between her parents, a marine biologist
(and his handsome young intern), the media, the kids at school, and the oil company
over the fate of the mermaids. Can she protect them from being exploited? Or killed?
2015 Green Book Festival for environmental themed books award winner.

D. G. Driver has been a published author
for 21 years and is a member of SCBWI.
In addition to her three YA books with
Fire and Ice YA Books, she has several
award-winning critically acclaimed
nonfiction books with Morgan Reynolds
Publishers under the name Donna
Getzinger. Her middle grade novel No
One Needed to Know will be published
by Schoolwide Inc. later this year. She
lives in Nashville, TN.
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Title: Celia and Nonna
Author: Victoria Lane
Illustrator: Kayleen West
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Ford Street Publishing
Publisher Location: Melbourne, Australia
Rights Available:World ex Australia/NZ
Rights Contact: Frances Plumpton Literary Agency frances@

francesplumpton.com; Bologna Book Fair Booth / Agent Center: Frances
Plumpton C/- IBBY Stand H29/A51
Synopsis:

Victoria Lane is an award-winning
journalist and writer who has lived and
worked on three continents and now
calls Melbourne home. This is her debut
picture book. Kayleen West is an awardwinning author and illustrator.

Celia and Nonna is a significant and heart-warming picture book about the special
bond between children and grandparents – and what happens when life changes.
Grandparents ageing is a universal experience, yet it is rarely told in picture book form.
In this story, young Celia finds a delightful and positive way to navigate this confusing
time. “Highly recommended” – CBCA; “A touching story, divinely written … the perfect
book for any public or private collection” – Buzzwords.
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Title: Once a Creepy Crocodile
Author: Peter Taylor
Illustrator: Nina Rycroft
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: The Five Mile Press
Publisher Location: Victoria, Australia
Rights Available:Dramatic; Audio; English excluding Australia &

New Zealand; Foreign translations
Rights Contact: Kay Scarlett (publisher) kays@fivemile.com.au
Synopsis:
Peter Taylor’s alliterative and fun rhyming text features a cast of Australian creatures,
and when Croc invites a baby brolga bird to afternoon tea, the brolga’s friends raise
the alarm that it’s a trap …so the crocodile must make do with a sneaky snake treat.

Peter Taylor writes wacky verses, fiction
and non-fiction for all ages (paper-crafts,
calligraphy, science and more). In talks,
workshops and conference presentations
he encourages children and adults to
love books, read, write and be creative.
Peter is a former Coordinator of SCBWI
Queensland. www.writing-for-children.com

The words match the meter of Australia’s world-famous song Waltzing Matilda,
and a sing-along CD by Rusty Berther is attached, also including his rendition of the
original version. Once a Creepy Crocodile has been imaginatively illustrated in vibrant
watercolours by Nina Rycroft and it was shortlisted by Speech Pathology Australia for
their 2015 ‘Book of the Year Award’ for 3-5 year olds.
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Title: Construction
Author: Sally Sutton
Illustrator: Brian Lovelock
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Walker Books
Publisher Location: Sydney, NSW, Australia
Rights Available:World excl Aus/NZ/USA/Canada/UK,

Languages excl Spanish
Rights Contact: Walker Books Australia, Hall 25 B/75; Angela.

VanDenBelt@walkerbooks.com.au
Synopsis:
Build the frame. Build the frame.

Sally Sutton is a New Zealand author
known for her exuberant rhymes and
musical language. Her book Roadworks
won the picture book section of the 2009
New Zealand Post Book Awards. Together
with Demolition and Construction, it
is adored by young machine-lovers
throughout the world.

Hammer all day long.
Make the stairs and floors and walls.
Bing! Bang! Bong!
And what’s being constructed...? A library, of course!
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Title: Three Dragons for Christmas
Author: Sophie Masson, Lisa Stewart, Beattie Alvarez, Fiona McDonald

and David Allan
Illustrator: Lisa Stewart
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Christmas Press
Publisher Location: Australia
Rights Available:Print, audio and dramatic: World excluding

Australia and New Zealand.
Rights Contact: publisher@christmaspresspicturebooks.com; 61 2

67752415
Synopsis:
Can a dragon make the toy-makers’ luck change? Can a dragon pull Santa’s sleigh?
And will the dragon family get their Christmas feast? Find out in these three

Born in Indonesia of French parents, and
brought up in Australia and France, Sophie
Masson is the award-winning author of
over 65 books for children, young adults
and adults, published in Australia and many
other countries.

entertaining, original stories for young readers, gorgeously illustrated, featuring
everyone’s favourite magical creatures: dragons!
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Title: IDENTITY CRISIS
Author: Melissa Schorr
Category: YA Contemporary
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Merit Press — Adams Media
Publisher Location: Avon, Mass.
Rights Available:Dramatic, Audio, Foreign Translations
Rights Contact: Jacqueline Flynn, jacqueline@delbourgo.com, USA

011- 973-773-0836
Synopsis:
When Annalise Bradley’s scandalous freshman year hookup sparks the anger of her
female classmates, three decide to get her back by “catfishing” her, creating a fake
online profile of the perfect boy to toy with her affections. Against her better nature,
introverted Noelle Spiers goes along with the plan, hoping to distract Annalise from
dreamy Cooper Franklin, her lifelong crush who’s fallen for Annalise. Told in alternating

Melissa Schorr is the YA author of
IDENTITY CRISIS, GOY CRAZY and
a contributor to the anthology DEAR
BULLY. She is a widely published freelance
journalist and a contributing editor at the
Boston Globe Sunday Magazine.

perspectives, IDENTITY CRISIS covers romance, betrayal, and timeless friendship in
the age of modern technology.
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Title: Emerald Bound
Author: Teresa Richards
Category: Young Adult Fantasy
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Evernight Teen
Publisher Location: United States
Rights Available:All Rights , except English Print and English ebook
Rights Contact: Teresa Richards (author) byutm33@hotmail.com
Synopsis:
A princess, a pea, and a tower of mattresses. This is the sliver that survives of a story
more nightmare than fairy tale. Maggie Rhodes, high school junior and semi-reformed
stalker, learns the tale’s true roots after a spying attempt goes awry and her best
friend Kate ends up as the victim of an ancient curse. At the center of the curse lies an
enchanted emerald that has been residing quietly in a museum for the past fifty years.
Admirers of the gem have no idea that it feeds on life. Or that it’s found its next victim
in Kate. Enter Lindy, a school acquaintance who knows more than she’s letting on, and
Garon, a handsome stranger claiming he knows how to help, and Maggie is left wondering

Teresa Richards writes YA, and loves
anything that can be given an unexpected
twist. When Teresa’s not writing, she
can be found either chasing after one of
her five kids, or hiding someplace in the
house with a treat her children overlooked.
Emerald Bound is her debut novel. You can
connect with her on twitter @BYUtm33.

who to trust and how to save her best friend before it’s too late. If only Maggie knew her
connection to the fairy tale was rooted far deeper than an endangered best friend.
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Title: Grania’s Tears / Hêstirên Graniayê
Author: E.A. Nolan
Illustrator: Saar Keunen
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Apec Publishing
Publisher Location: Stockholm
Rights Available:English, Farsi, French, German, Italian, Spanish,

Sorani, Turkish
Rights Contact:E.A. Nolan
Synopsis:
Inspired by the ancient Kurdish Myth of the 500 Virgins, Grania’s Tears is an enchanting
fable about two powerful leaders: a brave Jinn called Tijda and a beautiful Irish priestess

E.A. Nolan is a writer-producer with
deep experience in human rights. While
working with Kurdish refugees, she
heard the “Myth of the 500 Virgins” and
wondered if it could be re-imagined as
a positive, peaceful fable. This was the
genesis of Grania’s Tears.

named Grania. When Grania’s community is threatened by the advancing Roman army,
Tijda and Grania form an alliance that ultimately gives birth to the Kurdish people. As
the story unfolds, readers encounter 500 magic carpets making a crash landing, tears
of sorrow that transform into sparkling rubies, and an enchanted orchard that yields
the very first pomegranate harvest. With its strong themes about forced migration and
gender equality, Grania’s Tears is a human rights fairy tale for the 21st century.
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Title: Imani’s Moon
Author: JaNay Brown Wood
Illustrator: Hazel Mitchell
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Charlesbridge
Publisher Location: Boston, USA
Rights Available:English outside the US & Canada, Foreign

JaNay Brown-Wood is the author of
Imani’s Moon. She is also a professor
of early childhood education. She
lives in California.

Translations, and Dramatic
Rights Contact:trademarketing@charlesbridge.com; (617) 926-0329
Synopsis:
Little Imani is the smallest in her village. The children make fun of her, telling her she’s
too tiny and she’ll never amount to anything. Imani begins to believe them. Imani’s
mama tells her stories of Maasai mythologies: They accomplished what would seem
impossible. Imani needs to believe. So, Imani sets out to touch the moon. She climbs a
tree. She builds wings. She jumps like a warrior! This beautiful story of a little girl who
believed will inspire young readers.

Hazel Mitchell is the illustrator of
Imani’s Moon. She has illustrated
many books for children and lives in
Maine.
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Title: The Curse at Pirate’s Cove (Nikki Landry Swamp Legend series)
Author: Rita Monette
Category: Middle Grade Adventure
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Mirror World Publishing
Publisher Location: Ontario, Canada
Rights Available:Mirror World owns English Language rights in

United State, Canada, and Mexico. All other rights reserved by author.
Rights Contact: Justine Dowsett, Mirror World Publising, Justine@

mirrorworld.com, (519)735-7754. Rita Monette, frmonette@yahoo.com.
Synopsis:
Nikki Landry doesn’t believe in legends. But when her bike breaks down and she’s
faced with riding the smelly old school bus the rest of the year, and someone mentions
treasure, she listens up. Her friend, Spikes, tells her about an ancient ship on a swamp
island he believes belonged to the notorious pirate, Jean Lafitte. With every legend,

Rita Monette was born and raised in
Southwest Louisiana, USA. She enjoys
writing stories set in the beautiful, yet
mysterious, bayous and swamps of her
home state. Rita is currently working on the
Nikki Landry Swamp Legend series.

there’s usually a dire warning…but legends don’t scare Nikki. While blowing out her
birthday candles, Nikki makes a wish to find the pirates’ gold, then writes it in her diary
for good measure. But did that wish trigger a curse?
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Title: Southern Angels Book One: Hearts Divided
Author: Cheryl Zach
Category: Young Adult Historical
Publication Year: 1995
Publisher: Bantam Books/ Mawbry Press
Publisher Location: NY, NY/ Franklin, TN
Rights Available:All rights available except English Language print

USA
Rights Contact: JLori Antonson at The Axelrod Agency, (518) 329-

2100 phone, (518) 329-2944 FAX, lori@axelrodagency.com
Synopsis:
Virginian Elizabeth Stafford enjoys increased freedom at her Charleston boarding school,
with new friends and handsome young men courting her. When she encounters dashing
Union officer Adam Cranfield, her life could change even more. But South Carolina
secedes, and she can’t marry a Yankee. Though the country is divided, who will tell her

Cheryl Zach has published over 50 young
adult, middle grade and adult novels, the
adult books under the pen name Nicole
Byrd, many also sold in Europe and Asia.
She’s the only YA author inducted into
RWA’s Hall of Fame.

heart it cannot cross the line? Elizabeth, Victorine, Hannah, and Rosamund come of age
during America’s most tumultuous era. Can they remain friends as loyalties are torn
asunder? Can love find a way through the dangers and uncertainty of wartime?
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Title: A Fish to Feed
Author: Ellen Mayer
Illustrator: Ying-Hwa Hu
Category: Picture book (board book)
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Star Bright Books
Publisher Location: USA
Rights Available: Foreign translations (world)
Rights Contact: jahn@starbrightbooks.com, (1) 617 354-1300
Synopsis:
A toddler and Daddy go shopping for a pet fish-“fish to feed.” On the way they find
lots of other fish, but those are not fish to feed. Toddlers will love peeing through
the die-cut holes as they look for that special “fish to feed.” Daddy in this story
talks a lot with his young child–he responds to the child ’s simple words with full
sentences, adds more information and asks open-ended questions.

Ellen Mayer is a writer and early literacy
home visitor who helps families support
their children’s language development
through books and play.
She has a M.Phil. in Sociology and worked
as a researcher at Harvard’s Graduate
School of Education.
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Title: A CASTLE FULL OF CATS
Author: Ruth Sanderson
Illustrator: Ruth Sanderson
Category: Picture book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Random House
Publisher Location: New York
Rights Available: Various worldwide
Rights Contact: Pam White, PAWhite@penguinrandomhouse.com
Synopsis:
The queen’s cats have taken over the palace, and the king has had enough! Awardwinning artist Ruth Sanderson brings her signature detailed and lush style to this
humorous story of royal compromise. Told in rhyme, and with dozens of cats on each
page, this gorgeous book is sure to have cat lovers of all ages purring!

Ruth Sanderson’s love of fairy tales and
fantasy began when she was a child,
reading her father’s battered copy of
Grimm’s Fairy Tales. Ruth has illustrated
over 80 books for children, and her fairy
tales have received much critical acclaim.
Her website is ruthsanderson.com.
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Title: Clementine’s Bath
Author: Annie White
Illustrator: Annie White
Category: Picture book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: New Frontier Publishing
Publisher Location: Australia
Rights Available: World rights available
Rights Contact: peter@newfrontier.com.au; +61 (2) 9660

3680

Annie has illustrated for children for 35 years
and has had over 60 books published.
Recently Annie has also begun to write.
Her first book was Clementine’s Walk.
Clementine’s Bath is her latest book.
To know more, please visit www.anniewhite.com

Synopsis:
Clementine is back!
In her last adventure, this scruffy but loveable dog was intent on rounding up her
family for a walk. This time, in Clementine’s Bath, her family is insisting that she
needs a bath.
Desperate to escape, Clementine runs away and hides behind the curtains,
under the bed and even in Baby’s toy box.
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Title: Elephants Have Wings
Author: Susanne Gervay
Illustrator: Anna Pignataro
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: October 2014
Publisher: Ford Street Publishing
Publisher Location: Melbourne, Victoria
Rights Available: Print and e-books in all countries, except

English language - Australia
Rights Contact: Frances Plumpton, frances@francesplumpton.

com; +64 (0)211311429
Synopsis:
On the wings of a mystical white elephant, two children embark on the
extraordinary journey across the world and universe, to discover the meaning

Awarded the Lifetime Social Justice Literature
Award by the International Literacy Association
and Order of Australia, Susanne Gervay’s books
engage in diversity, multiculturalism, peace. Her
I Am Jack books are rite-of-passage on school
bullying, adapted into an acclaimed play, touring
Australian and US theatres. www.sgervay.com

of the parable of the blind men and the elephant and the humanity in all of us.
At its heart, ‘Elephants Have Wings’ is a philosophy book of inclusion for young
people, embracing diversity and multi faiths as a pathway to peace.
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Title: Material Girls
Author: Elaine Dimopoulos
Category: YA
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: HMH Books for Young Readers
Publisher Location: New York, NY
Rights Available: Foreign Translation, Film & Television, Stage
Rights Contact: Edward@dclagency.com, 212-645-7606
Synopsis:
In Marla Klein and Ivy Wilde’s world, teens are the gatekeepers of culture. A top
fashion label employs sixteen-year-old Marla to dictate hot clothing trends, while
Ivy, a teen pop star, popularizes the garments that Marla approves. Both girls begin
to question their world’s aggressive levels of consumption and, working together,
attempt to overturn the calculated but seductive system of corporate control. Smart,

Elaine Dimopoulos is a graduate of Yale,
Columbia, and Simmons College, where
she earned an MFA in writing for children.
She teaches children’s literature at Boston
University and served as the Associates
of the Boston Public Library’s children’s
writer-in-residence.

provocative, and entertaining, this thrilling page-turner for teens questions the cult-like
mentality of fame and fashion.
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Title: Un Ratoncito Pérez muy moderno
Author: Ana Galán
Illustrator: Marta Sedano
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: November 2015
Publisher: Corimbo
Publisher Location: Spain
Rights Available: Print and e-books in all countries, except

English language - Australia
Rights Contact: Rafael Ros editorial@corimbo.es
Synopsis:
Mr. Ratón Perez has a very important job. Every night, he needs to collect the
baby teeth that children put under their pillow. But Mr. Perez is getting old and
tired, and his son, Ratoncito comes up with a tech-savvy idea to help him do his
job. Everything is going according to plan, until Ratoncito starts taking selfies

I´m children´s book author and illustrator. I love
to make books for pre-readers and first readers.
I was children´s wear designer and product
manager and when I closed my business I could
devote all my time to the illustration of children’s
books, my true passion.

with the children! Uh oh!
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Title: Goodnight Sleepy Babies
Author: Janet Bingham
Illustrator: Sebastien Braun
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Scholastic Press
Publisher Location: UK
Rights Available: Dramatic; audio; World outside UK &

Commonwealth English. Arabic language rights sold.
Rights Contact: Scholastic: rights@scholastic.co.uk;

+44 (0) 20 7756 7756
Synopsis:
Say goodnight to all the baby animals as they snuggle up, close their eyes
and peacefully drift off to sleep. From cuddly tiger cubs to snoozing song birds,
each spread of this picture book features different parent animals settling
their little one down for the night. With rhyming text by SCBWI-member Janet
Bingham, and artwork by Sebastien Braun, this reassuring tale is perfect to

Janet Bingham lives in Cambridgeshire,
England, with her husband. They have two
grown-up daughters. Janet was brought up in
Suffolk and studied Zoology at the University
of Newcastle upon Tyne. She is inspired by
the vast East Anglian skies.

share at bedtime.
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Title: The Stepsister’s Tale
Author: Tracy Barrett
Category: Young Adult
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Harlequin Teen
Publisher Location: New York, NY, USA
Rights Available: Foreign (except Italy and Japan), dramatic, film
Rights Contact: Reka Rubin, Reka.Rubin@harlequin.com; Lara

Perkins, Lara@andreabrownlit.com
Synopsis:
Jane Montjoy is tired of living up to the standards of her mother’s noble family,
especially now that the family’s wealth is gone. Jane’s burden gets worse after
her mother returns from a trip with a new stepfather and stepsister in tow. Jane’s

Tracy Barrett is the author of twenty books
for young readers, most recently The
Stepsister’s Tale (Harlequin Teen) and The
Sherlock Files series (Henry Holt). She is
SCBWI’s U.S. Regional Advisor Coordinator
and frequently makes presentations in
schools and libraries.

stepfather is determined to give his beautiful but spoiled child her every desire. When
her stepfather dies, leaving nothing but debts, Jane and her family seem destined for
eternal unhappiness. But a mysterious boy from the woods and an invitation to a royal
ball are certain to change her fate. Nothing is quite as it seems in this stunning retelling
of the classic Cinderella tale.
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Title: Chosen (Cleo)
Author: Lucy Coats
Category: Young Adult
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Orchard Books
Publisher Location: USA
Rights Available: Worldwide excl UK and Commonwealth
Rights Contact: Sophie Hicks Agency; sophie@sophiehicks.com
Synopsis:
Three gods. One Throne. The spark that set alight the world’s most famous love
story… Will Cleo - marked and chosen at birth by the goddess Isis - prevail against
the evil god who would gain power and steal the throne of Egypt? CHOSEN
continues the story of Cleopatra before she became the legendary figure we think
we know. This fast-paced and adventurous sequel to CLEO is perfect for teen girls.
Meticulously researched, Lucy Coats’s CLEO books vividly evoke the drama and
intrigue of Ancient Egypt.

Lucy Coats writes for children of all ages,
with over 40 titles published to date. She
has been an editor, bookseller and journalist
(currently covering Bologna Bookfair for
Publishing Talk Magazine), and is currently
working on several new books. Find her on
Twitter @lucycoats and at lucycoats.com
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Title: Ways of the Doomed
Author: Moira McPartlin
Category: Young Adult
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Saraband
Publisher Location: Glasgow, United Kingdom
Rights Available: Foreign translations, all languages,

Dramatic, Audio
Rights Contact:Saraband, Sara Hunt; sara@saraband.net;

44 141 339 5030
Synopsis:
In 2089 Esperaneo is terrorized by extreme anti-immigration and environmental
policies. Since the great purge of 2068, all citizens have been classified by DNA
selection into Privileged and native (Celt). When Privileged teenager Sorlie is orphaned,
he’s transported to Black Rock, an island prison where his tyrannical grandfather

Moira McPartlin’s short works have been
widely published. Her debut novel, The
Incomers, shortlisted for the Saltire Society
First Book Award, was a critical success.
Ways of the Doomed, #1 Sun Song Trilogy
was published in June 2015 by Saraband.

is warden. There Sorlie discovers horrific truths about the political prisoners’ DNA
manipulation – and about his own heritage as grandson of Vanora, the native
revolutionary leader. Sorlie orchestrates a dramatic mass escape.
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Title: Mommy’s Little Wordlings
Author: Linh Nguyen-Ng
Illustrator: Linh Nguyen-Ng
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Anaiah Press
Publisher Location: Pinellas Park, FL, USA
Rights Available: Traditional print, digital, audio, dramatic;

English outside the USA & Canada
Rights Contact: Eden Plantz (publisher) eden.plantz@

anaiahpress.com
Synopsis:
Little words hold big meanings. The Little Wordlings are children who use their

Linh Nguyen-Ng (last name pronounced
“Win-ing”)
Linh loves unique and interesting things—
things that make a lasting impression.
She lives with her family in Massachusetts.

simple words to express their feelings for loved ones. No one is more adored
than the first person who made them smile. No one is more cherished than
the person who gave them life. There is no one like Mommy. Join the Little
Wordlings as they show Mommy how much she is appreciated and loved.
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Title: Ash Rover: Keeper of the Phoenix
Author: Aleesah Darlison
Category: Middle Grade Fiction
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Walker Books
Publisher Location: Australia
Rights Available: Worldwide Rights All Formats (Author is

now the rights holder)
Rights Contact:Jacinta di Mase, Literary Agent, Jacinta di Mase

Management, Email: jacintadimase@ozemail.com.au, 61 3 9489 4030
Synopsis:
Ash Rover wants to do something important with his life. When he discovers a
phoenix egg, he gets his wish. But the magical bird brings trouble to Ash’s village.
Soon Ash is not only the unlikely Keeper of the Phoenix, he’s also on a desperate
quest to save his family and friends. Can Ash rescue the village and break the evil
wizard’s spell in time?

Aleesah Darlison is an award-winning
Australian author. She has written over
thirty books for children of all ages. Her
much-loved stories promote courage,
understanding, anti-bullying, self-belief,
friendship and teamwork. In 2015, she
won the Environment Award for Children’s
Literature (Non-Fiction).
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Title: Orangutan Houdini
Author: Laurel Neme
Illustrator: Kathie Kelleher
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Bunker Hill Publishing
Publisher Location: USA
Rights Available: All
Rights Contact: Bunker Hill Publishing; ibellew@

bunkerhillstudiobooks.com; (603) 272-9221
Synopsis:
ORANGUTAN HOUDINI is the true story of Fu Manchu, an adult male
orangutan, who relishes outsmarting his friend, zookeeper Jerry Stones. He
does just that when he escapes his enclosure at will and spends sunny days
with the elephants in another part of the zoo. At first Jerry believes his staff’s
carelessness allowed the crafty ape to get out. But when that assumption proves

Laurel Neme is the author of ANIMAL
INVESTIGATORS and ORANGUTAN
HOUDINI. She’s also a regular contributor
to National Geographic. Visit her at www.
laurelneme.com.

wrong, he launches an all-out surveillance mission todiscover how Fu manages
his getaways.
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Title: Fairy Keeper
Author: Amy Bearce
Category: Upper middle grade fantasy
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Curiosity Quills Press
Publisher Location: Reston, VA, USA
Rights Available: foreign, film, and audio
Rights Contact:Curiosity Quills Press, info@curiosityquills.com;

curiosity@curiosityquills.com; 00-1- (800) 998-2509
Synopsis:
Sierra hates being a fairy keeper, but unfortunately it’s her destiny. In the world of
Aluvia, little fairies aren’t cute or friendly--more like irritable and dangerous. Losing
her fairy queen wasn’t supposed to threaten everything Sierra loved, but finding the
missing fairy will risk even more than she thought possible.

Amy writes stories for tweens and
teens. She is a former reading teacher
who has her Masters in Library Science.
She currently lives in Germany with her
husband and two daughters, though they
still call Texas home.
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Title: B is for Berkshires
Author: Joan Duris
Illustrator: Photographs by Gillian Jones
Category: Non-fiction picture book
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Islandport Press
Publisher Location: Yarmouth, Maine, USA
Rights Available: English outside the US, foreign translations,

dramatic, audio.
Rights Contact: Amy Tompkins, amy@transatlanticagency.com
Synopsis:
Explore the wonders of the Berkshires: from rolling hills to tumbling waterfalls, from
concert halls to dairy farms. This lushly photographed alphabet book combines
aplayful short verses for younger children with informative text for older readers to
describe this thriving area midway between Boston and New York City. Discover a
cave where bad guys hid out a long time ago, a farm where robots milk the cows, a

Laurel Neme is the author of ANIMAL
INVESTIGATORS and ORANGUTAN HOUDINI.
She’s also a regular contributor to National
Geographic. Visit her at www.laurelneme.com.

place where it rains inside the mountain, a famous pumpkin, and yes, even upsidedown trees! A blend of culture, history, and science—the book offers something for
everyone: children, teachers, librarians, homeschoolers, and adults of all ages.
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Title: CLASS CLOWN ACADEMY
Author: Stephen Mooser
Illustrator: Rick Reese
Category: Middle Grade Chapter Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: CCA Publications
Publisher Location:Laguna Beach, CA
Rights Available: ALL
Rights Contact:Marcia Wernick; Marcia@wernickpratt.com
Synopsis:
Class Clown Academy is a middle grade humorous novel combining
elements of Wayside School(oddball characters) with a summer school

Stephen Mooser is the author of more than 60
books for children including middle grade series
(The Creepy Creature Club), Picture
Books(Funnyman’s First Case) and Novels (It’s
A Weird Weird School). He is the co-founder
and President of the Society of Children’s Books
Writers and Illustrators.

program that encompasses classes in joke telling, creativity with food,
funny films, an afternoon with the Academy football team, The Fightin’
Spitwads, and a field trip to a whoopee cushion factory. In addition to
the book there is an online virtual school where visitors can play games,
watch funny films, compose and record music on whoopee cushions and buy
school paraphernalia. www.classclownacademy.com
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Title: ANOTHER KIND OF HURRICANE
Author: Tamara Ellis Smith
Category: Middle Grade Fiction
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Schwartz & Wade/Random House
Publisher Location: New York, NY
Rights Available: World/All languages. (For Film Rights please

contact the Erin Murphy Literary Agency.)
Rights Contact:Jocelyn Lange jlange@penguinrandomhouse.com

212-782-8660
Synopsis:
A hurricane, a tragic death, two boys, and one marble intertwine at the heart of this

Tamara Ellis Smith graduated from Vermont
College of Fine Art. Tam’s middle grade
novel, Another Kind of Hurricane was
published by Schwartz & Wade/Random
House, July 2015. She’s represented by Erin
Murphy of Erin Murphy Literary Agency. Her
website: www.tamaraellissmith.com.

stunning debut novel. Zavion, a ten-year-old black boy, loses his home in Hurricane
Katrina and is forced to flee to Baton Rouge. Henry, a ten-year-old white boy in
northern Vermont, tragically loses his best friend and flees to ravaged New Orleans to
help with hurricane relief efforts—and to search for a marble that was in the pocket of a
pair of jeans donated to the Red Cross. Rich with imagery and crackling with hope, this
is the unforgettable story of how lives connect in unexpected, even magical, ways.
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Title: Azalea, Unschooled
Author: Liza Kleinman
Illustrator: Brook Gideon
Category: Middle grade fiction
Publication Year: 2015
Publisher: Islandport Press
Publisher Location: Yarmouth, Maine USA
Rights Available: English outside the US; Foreign translations;

Dramatic; Audio
Rights Contact:Amy Tompkins, Literary Agent; amy@

transatlanticagency.com
Synopsis:

Liza Kleinman is a freelance writer of
language arts educational materials, and a
published writer of fiction for both children
and adults. She lives in Portland, Maine
with her husband and daughter. Azalea,
Unschooled is her first novel.

First, it was a clothing boutique for pets in Pennsylvania. Then a breakfast buffet in
North Carolina. Now, Azalea’s dad says he’s going to drive a tour bus in Portland,
Maine. Azalea’s sick of moving. She is determined to stay in Portland and call it home.
But now, a mysterious bandit is threatening her father’s business. Can Azalea use her
new freedom as an unschooler to save the day—and her family?
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Title: Treasury of Bible Stories
Author: Kelly Pulley
Illustrator: Kelly Pulley
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: David C. Cook
Publisher Location: Colorado Springs USA
Rights Available: All Rights Available
Rights Contact:Paige Walton, Foreign Rights Manager;

paige.warren@davidccook.org; 719-536-0100 ext. 3016
Synopsis:
Written for children ages 4 to 8, Treasury of Bible Stories offers brilliant illustrations
and life-changing lessons that even today’s media-saturated kids will love. With

Kelly has been illustrating children’s books
for over 20 years with dozens of books to his
credit, including the best-selling–most recent
edition–Beginner’s Bible. He is the author–
illustrator of 7 books. His studio is located in
Nashville.

playful, lyrical stories, this colorful collection is perfect for reading out loud. Children
will learn spiritual truths while engaging with the creative drawings from the
illustrator of the bestselling Beginner’s Bible. Presented in a way the whole family will
enjoy, these magnificent tales of God’s love throughout biblical history will delight
readers again and again.
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Title: Willard the Dragon: SNEEZE-FIRE
Author: Suzanne Cordatos
Illustrator: Louisa Gioffre-Suzuki
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: 4RV Publishing, LLC
Publisher Location: Edmond, Oklahoma (USA)
Rights Available: Dramatic, Audio, English outside US & Canada,

Foreign Translation Rights Available
Rights Contact:Vivian Zabel, President & Publisher, EMAIL contact:

president@4fvpublishingllc.com
Synopsis:
AH-AHH-ACHOOOO! A bad cold doesn’t stop Willard the Dragon from playing in the
snow with his friends, but when his fire-breathing, flame-throwing sneezes melt the

Suzanne Cordatos grew up in snowy Ohio
and loves ice skating. Suzanne and the
illustrator, Louisa Gioffre-Suzuki, have both
lived in Japan. Suzanne also wrote MG novel
THE LOST CROWN OF APOLLO, set in the
Greek islands.

snowy fun, Willard’s friends burn with anger. Can he make everything all better?
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Title: Cooper and Packrat: Mystery of the Missing Fox
Author: Tamra Wight
Illustrator: Carl DiRocco
Category: Middle Grade
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Islandport Press
Publisher Location: Yarmouth, Maine USA
Rights Available: All outside the US, Dramatic, Audio
Rights Contact:Amy Tompkins, Literary Agent, amy@

transatlanticagency.com
Synopsis:
When an accident puts Cooper’s dad in the hospital, Cooper must shoulder some
new responsibilities. But he’s distracted. First, he and his friends find a fox caught in
an illegal trap on the campground’s land. Then kits start to go missing from the fox
den. Who would want to take kits? And why? Cooper, Packrat and Roy must protect
the den, find the kits, and rule out Summer, the new girl who lives across the lake, as
a suspect. Juggling new campground duties, feeling guilty over his father’s accident,

Tamra Wight lives in Poland, Maine, where
she runs Poland Spring Campground with
her husband and two children. During the
school year, she’s a teaching assistant at
Whittier Middle School. When Tamra isn’t
writing, she enjoys wildlife photography,
hiking, geo-caching, power-walking,
kayaking, and snowshoeing.

and desperate to help the fox kits, Cooper must make tough decisions about who
and what should come first.
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Title: Poppy’s Best Paper
Author: Susan Eaddy
Illustrator: Rosalinde Bonnet
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Charlesbridge
Publisher Location: Watertown MA, USA
Rights Available: Foreign Translations, Performance, Audio,

Special Media, Electronic, Commercial & Merchandising
Rights Contact: At fair: Megan Quinn at Booth Hall 26, B117

;mquinn@charlesbridge.com; Mary Ann Sabia (masabia@charlesbridge.com)
Synopsis:
Poppy wants to be a verrrry famous writer. When her teacher asks everyone to write
a paper, Poppy is sure that hers will be the best. She starts writing—but soon gets

Susan Eaddy works in her attic studio writing
picture books and playing with clay. Her
clay-illustrated trade books include, My Love
for You is the Sun and Papa Fish’s Lullaby. She
loves to travel and has used the opportunity
to do school visits anywhere in the world
from Taiwan to Brazil to Alabama to Hong
Kong! She is the RA for the SCBWI Midsouth.

distracted. There are so many other interesting things to do. Then Mrs. Rose reads
Lavender’s paper to the class—Lavender, Poppy’s best friend! It’s not fair! Poppy worked
so hard . . . didn’t she? What’s a little rabbit with big dreams to do?
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Title: THE PREHISTORIC GAMES
Author: Janet Lawler
Illustrator: Martin Davey
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Pelican Publishing Company
Publisher Location: Gretna, LA, USA
Rights Available: All outside the U.S, dramatic, audio
Rights Contact: Sally B. Boitnott; sboitnott@pelicanpub.com; 1-504-

368-1175 x 310
Synopsis:
THE PREHISTORIC GAMES is a high-concept picture book with worldwide appeal
for dinosaur and sports lovers. Triceratops wrestlers use special three-horned holds,
teenage allosaurs lift 2-ton weights to impress judges and girls, and pteranodons loop
the bars as winged gymnastic stars. The competition comes to a fierce climax with

Janet Lawler’s award-winning fiction
and non-fiction picture books have been
published by U.S. major, mid- and specialty
publishers. Her stories have been translated
into several languages and featured in
Scholastic Book Clubs and Children’s Book
of the Month Club.

a demonstration dodge ball event that pits herbivores against carnivores. Rollicking
rhyme and the vibrant art of Martin Davey transports readers with dinosaur detail and
humor right up until the closing march.
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Title: Stone Giant: Michelangelo’s David and How He Came to Be
Author: Jane Sutcliffe
Illustrator:John Shelley
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2016
Publisher: Charlesbridge Publishing
Publisher Location: Watertown, MA
Rights Available: World rights except Japan and Korea
Rights Contact:Mary Ann Sabia, masabia@charlesbridge.com;

Bologna Book Fair Booth: Hall 26, Stand #B117
Synopsis:
No one wanted the “giant.” The hulking block of marble lay in the work yard, rained on,
hacked at, and abandoned—until Michelangelo saw his David in it. This is the story
of how a neglected, discarded stone became a masterpiece for all time. Back matter

Jane Sutcliffe is the author of over two dozen
nonfiction books for young readers, including
Will’s Words: How William Shakespeare
Changed the Way You Talk (Charlesbridge,
2016), a Junior Library Guild selection. She
lives on a farm in Connecticut, USA.

includes information about David and a selected bibliography. “This well-written, lively
account is graced with excellent illustrations, rendered in pen-and-ink and painted with
watercolors, that truly convey a Renaissance Italian flavor.” ~School Library Journal
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Title: The Biggest Pumpkin
Author: Sandra Horning
Illustrator: Holly Stone-Barker
Category: Picture Book
Publication Year: 2014
Publisher: Pelican Publishing Company
Publisher Location: USA
Rights Available: Foreign translations, English Outside the U.S,

Audio, Dramatic
Rights Contact:Sally Boitnott, sboitnott@pelicanpub.com
Synopsis:
Gavin is determined to grow a pumpkin that wins first prize at the fair! With the help

Sandra Horning is also the author of THE
GIANT HUG and CHICKS! Her love of family,
friends, and nature inspires much of her
writing. She lives in Connecticut with her
family, six chickens, and three ducks. Visit
Sandra at www.sandrahorning.com.

of his friends and family, Gavin learns how to pollinate, fertilize, and prune his plant.
As the seasons pass, his pumpkin grows bigger and bigger. Full of helpful facts and
tips, this educational and amusing story emphasizes the skill and science involved
in gardening. The colorful illustrations were created through a cut-paper collage
technique that adds aspect, quality, and life to the page.
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